sight
reading
simplified

Unlocking the secret of successful sight reading is a difficult process
for both teachers and students...

NOW

with the unique series of

wessar sightread4... apps
sight reading is simplified and
actually becomes fun!

> No going back
Preview time is
counted down

> Stumbles eliminated
> Fluency quickly
developed

Choice
of screen
colour
Easily adjusted
metronome with
volume control
and optional
‘flash’

how it
works
> select a wessar sightread4...
app and download to an iPad
> select music from the
comprehensive library
> with the metronome set,
performance begins
> the music disappears bar by
bar, forcing the player’s eyes
to the right, thus encouraging
continuity

the
‘apps’
The complete series of the unique
wessar sightread4... apps:
> sightread4piano
> sightread4bowedstrings
> sightread4guitar
> sightread4rockschool
> sightread4ABstrings
> sightread4wind

“The manner in which it encourages
the user not to stop is spot on.”
“Without question, the ‘Wessar app’ deals with the
matter of eye continuity brilliantly...and if teachers will
use it as an ongoing teaching tool, then it will make an
undoubted contribution in the teaching studio.”

Bill Martin
Music Education
Manager
Yamaha Europe

“Guitar teachers and their pupils
across the world will welcome this
invaluable sight reading tool.”

Graeme Humphrey
Professor of Piano
The Royal Academy of Music, London

“I think the Wessar will be a great help to
students and teachers. I wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend it to my students.”
Professor
Eleanor Wong
Senior Lecturer
- Keyboard
Hong Kong Academy
for Performing Arts

Craig Ogden
International
Soloist and
Recording Artist

“The ability to sight-read is fundamental
to the enjoyment of playing and exploring
music. This simple but brilliant application
gives everybody the opportunity to rapidly
improve their skill and stretch their abilities.”

“I played some wrong
notes, but I kept going.”
Benjamin, age 10
Pupil of Elizabeth Cook,
Piano Teacher,
Sheffield, UK

Howard Shelley, OBE
International Concert Pianist
and Recording Artist

“… a beautifully
thought out app.”
Tasmin Little, OBE
International
Concert Violinist
and Recording Artist
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